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A B S T R A C T

Conditionally automated driving (CAD) systems are expected to improve traffic safety. Whenever the CAD
system exceeds its limit of operation, designers of the system need to ensure a safe and timely enough transition
from automated to manual mode. An existing visual Human-Machine Interface (HMI) was supplemented by
different auditory outputs. The present work compares the effects of different auditory outputs in form of (1) a
generic warning tone and (2) additional semantic speech output on driver behavior for the announcement of an
upcoming take-over request (TOR). We expect the information carried by means of speech output to lead to
faster reactions and better subjective evaluations by the drivers compared to generic auditory output. To test this
assumption, N = 17 drivers completed two simulator drives, once with a generic warning tone (‘Generic’) and
once with additional speech output (‘Speech + generic’), while they were working on a non-driving related task
(NDRT; i.e., reading a magazine). Each drive incorporated one transition from automated to manual mode when
yellow secondary lanes emerged. Different reaction time measures, relevant for the take-over process, were
assessed. Furthermore, drivers evaluated the complete HMI regarding usefulness, ease of use and perceived
visual workload just after experiencing the take-over. They gave comparative ratings on usability and acceptance
at the end of the experiment. Results revealed that reaction times, reflecting information processing time (i.e.,
hands on the steering wheel, termination of NDRT), were shorter for ‘Speech + generic’ compared to ‘Generic’
while reaction time, reflecting allocation of attention (i.e., first glance ahead), did not show this difference.
Subjective ratings were in favor of the system with additional speech output.

1. Introduction

Automated driving systems are on the doorstep of the consumer
market (Neville A Stanton et al., 2015). Conditionally Automated
Driving (CAD) will soon follow already commercially available Partially
Automated Driving systems. CAD characterizes systems are designed to
assume vehicle control without the need for the human driver to con-
tinuously monitor the system. The driver is thus free to engage in non-
driving related tasks (NDRT) such as writing emails or reading a
newspaper. However, the driver is still required to be available in case
the system exceeds its operational limits. According to SAE (2016), such
a CAD system can be classified as a level 3 system.

Taking over vehicle control in such situations can be a demanding
task for the human driver as automation removes drivers from both the
physical and cognitive control loops, and he/she has to switch from

executing an NDRT to manual driving within a relatively short time-
frame. These so-called control transitions have thus attracted con-
siderable research interest recently, focusing mostly on imminent si-
tuations in which manual vehicle control has to be regained within a
few seconds (Flemisch et al., 2012; Gasser and Westhoff, 2012; Gold
et al., 2013; Merat et al., 2014; Naujoks et al., 2014) but also on non-
critical transitions of control with a large time budget up to 30 s for the
drivers to take over vehicle control (Eriksson and Stanton, 2016; Payre
et al., 2016). Examples for system limits are for example a broken ve-
hicle on the lane ahead (Gold et al., 2013; Radlmayr et al., 2014),
missing lane markings, emerging secondary lanes or a construction site
with offset of lane markings (Forster et al., 2016). This paper seeks to
extend existing findings by investigating how the safety of control
transitions from automated to manual driving can be enhanced by the
implementation of a visual auditory HMI that integrates data from car-
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to-car or car-to-X communication with vehicle localized environmental
perception (Naujoks et al., 2015a; Rauch et al., 2012).

With such enhanced environmental perception, information about
possible system limits (e.g., work zones, missing line markings, etc.) is –
in principle – available early and information about upcoming man-
datory transitions can be presented to the driver well in advance.
However, there is a dearth research about how a suitable human-ma-
chine interface (HMI) for this purpose should be designed. We propose
an HMI that integrates relevant information for a successful transition
of control (Naujoks et al., 2016a) provided by cooperative perception
technology into a visual interface and investigate how additional
speech output can enhance the effectiveness of the proposed HMI using
a motion-based simulator.

1.1. Background: supporting drivers through effective HMI communication

The transition from automated mode where the driver may be en-
gaged in an NDRT to manual mode where she/he has to engage in
safety relevant driving behavior can be characterized as a switch from a
task A (i.e., NDRT) to another task B (i.e., full manual vehicle control).
Research in the field of cognitive psychology has shown that any task
switch (when compared with task repetitions) is accompanied by per-
formance costs such as increased response times and error rates. These
performance costs are either due to a time-consuming reconfiguration
of mental task representations (e.g., assembling new stimulus-response
rules) or due to conflict based on persisting activation of a previous task
set after switching to a new task (Allport et al., 1994; Rogers and
Monsell, 1995). Applying these cognitive psychological research find-
ings to the area of CAD yields the prediction that by switching into a
manual driving mode, drivers may also be prone to performance de-
crements. Any opportunity to prepare for this switch (e.g., by providing
timely and maximally specific information regarding an upcoming
switch) should be expected to counteract such performance costs (e.g.,
see Kiesel et al. (2010), for beneficial effects of advance preparation on
task switching performance). The role of task switching in the context
of driving automation has been discussed by Lorenz et al. (2015). The
authors propose a three-staged process for the driver to get back in the
loop. At first the driver has to allocate his/her attention away from the
NDRT towards the relevant stimulus (e.g., head-up display or vehicle
surroundings). Acquiring situation awareness and decision making,
form the second step. Eventually the driver has to execute the maneuver
that has the highest probability of success in the particular situation.

Thus, to ensure safety of control transitions during automated
driving, there is a pressing need of investigation of HMI solutions for
automated driving, that prepare the human driver as good as possible
for regaining manual vehicle control. Consequently, besides informa-
tion about the current status of the CAD system, drivers should be
provided with sufficient information about upcoming events and ac-
tions by the system. Early information about upcoming conflict situa-
tions, so called advisory warnings (Lenné and Triggs, 2009) can be
presented well in advance (Seeliger et al., 2014) without a need for the
human driver to immediately react to the warning but rather to be
ready to respond (Naujoks et al., 2015a). Wiedemann et al. (2015) have
found evidence, that early announcements of the outline of interaction
scenarios are beneficial for driver performance.

Relevant information can be carried not only through the visual
channel alone but can further be supported through the auditory
channel. Auditory interfaces provide advantages such as (1) omnidir-
ectionality, (2) the possibility to be perceived at almost all times, (3)
transient sound and (4) the possibility for humans to selectively focus
on the content (Bazilinskyy and de Winter, 2015). In manual driving,
speech based systems in particular can be beneficial for driver perfor-
mance resulting in lower lane variation and steadier speed (Barón and
Green, 2006; Neville Anthony Stanton and Edworthy, 1999). To date
there has been little research on the implementation and design of se-
mantic auditory interfaces for the transition of control in automated

driving. Additional speech output could be very beneficial when a
larger window of time is left to react to the particular system limit –
which is precisely the benefit of cooperative perception technology –
for several reasons.

• First, the CAD system could communicate its intention and status
more explicitly and clearly so that drivers attain higher mode
awareness and thus react appropriately (Naujoks et al., 2016b).

• Second, speech output could reduce visual workload during driver-
automation interaction (Bazilinskyy and de Winter, 2015). For ex-
ample, speech based auditory interfaces reduce the necessity to look
away from the road to find out about information content of a
system communicated through its HMI (Alvarez et al., 2011). A lot
of information that needs to be decoded from the visual part of the
automated driving HMI could be delivered quickly through a speech
based system alone and therefore reduce visual workload and sup-
port driver comfort (Bazilinskyy and de Winter, 2015). Furthermore,
Naujoks et al. (2017) have found first evidence that drivers tend to
look less towards a visual HMI and the vehicle surroundings during
the independent execution of a maneuver by the CAD function when
additional speech output is presented.

Third, additional speech output could possibly speed up responses
to TORs and enhance the safety of control transitions. Results by Politis
et al., 2015 support the assumption that semantic speech output could
be important for take over quality (i.e., lane keeping behavior). How-
ever, the authors could provide no definite guideline. They conclude
that an advantage for superiority of language-based cues compared to
abstract ones seemed to be present.

Naujoks et al. (2016b) have examined the effects of a visual HMI
supplemented by speech output for the independent execution of a
maneuver by the automated system. The study’s results support the
assumed superiority of semantic auditory output over generic in-
formation/warning tones to communicate upcoming automated man-
euvers. The results, however, only apply to scenarios where the CAD
system can handle the upcoming event by itself. Thus, effects on dri-
vers’ compliance to early system indications and their subjective eva-
luations during a transition from automated to manual are investigated
in the present study.

Besides the benefits of auditory and especially speech based inter-
faces, it is also important to mention the potential downsides of these.
There is the nuisance factor that could arise under frequent presenta-
tion of speech output or the erroneous perception of an indication as a
warning which in turn results in mode confusion (Bliss and Acton,
2003; Cotté et al., 2001). For example, it has been shown that false
alarms reduce compliance with urgent visual-auditory car-to-X-warn-
ings, but that this compliance decrement can be prevented by using less
urgent visual car-to-X-warnings (Naujoks et al., 2016c).

1.2. Research question

There are many challenges, which remain to be overcome before
CAD can be commercially accessible without doubt about driver and
passenger safety. All the factors mentioned above explicitly point to-
wards the importance of take-over scenarios. The study was designed to
advance knowledge about TORs in two aspects that have not been
studied extensively yet.

First, it was of interest to develop an HMI containing useful in-
formation about upcoming transitions to manual driving that can be
provided by cooperative perception technology. We thus followed the
concept of so-called situation announcements that was put forward by
Wiedemann et al. (2015). To date, research has widely ignored long
take-over times of up to 20 s, which might be possible through co-
operative perception. There is first evidence, that drivers take longer to
resume control in non-critical scenarios when there is no time pressure
at the onset of the TOR (Eriksson and Stanton, 2016). An exploratory
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approach shall bring forth further empirical evidence about driver re-
action times under a window of time as long as 20 s.

Second, a previously developed visual HMI (Naujoks et al., 2016a)
was supplemented with different auditory components. The research
question here is whether there is a superiority of additional semantic
speech output over generic auditory warnings for visual-auditory TORs.
Building on the work of Naujoks et al. (2016b), we applied speech
output to TOR scenarios. The applied speech output in this study did
not have any information content going beyond that of the visual HMI.
However, the semantic content of a message is suspected to be pro-
cessed faster and understood more easily when presented additionally
by means of speech output via the auditory channel compared to mere
generic information on the auditory channel. To assess drivers’ com-
pliance with the CAD function during a TOR scenario, we applied the
common definition from Meyer (2004) who stated that compliance is
considered “[…] the response when an operator acts according to a
warning signal and takes some evasive action […]” (p. 199). From here,
we defined compliance as the reaction time until (1) first gaze towards
the road ahead, (2) the drivers putting away a manual NDRT and have
their hands free for the take-over action, (3) putting their hands on the
steering wheel and (4) deactivation of the CAD system. To evaluate
effectiveness of the two different HMIs we additionally compared use-
fulness, visual workload, usability and acceptance between the two ex-
perimental conditions.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Driving simulation

The study was conducted in the motion-based driving simulator at
the Wuerzburg Institute for Traffic Sciences (WIVW GmbH, see Fig. 1)
using the institute’s simulation software SILAB. The integrated vehicle's
console contains all the necessary instrumentation and is identical to a
production type BMW 520i with automatic transmission. To simulate a
realistic steering torque, a servo motor based on a steering model was
used. The motion system uses six degrees of freedom and can briefly
display a linear acceleration up to 5 m/s2 or 100°/s2 on a rotary scale. It
consists of six electro-pneumatic actuators (stroke±60 cm; inclina-
tion±10°). Three LCD projectors are installed in the dome of the si-
mulator and provide the projection. Three channels provide a 180°
screen image. LCD displays serve as exterior and interior mirrors.

2.2. Conditional automation specifics

The conditional automation could be activated by simultaneously
pushing two buttons on the steering wheel. The two buttons could ea-
sily be reached with the thumbs when holding the steering wheel at
“ten and two” position. Deactivation was possible by simultaneously
pushing the same buttons again, by braking (i.e., 10% of the braking
pedal) or by applying a torque on the steering wheel (i.e., overcoming 7
Nm with 45° change in the current steering wheel angle) so that the
automated steering function was overridden. Once deactivated, the

vehicle would not decelerate but drift slowly in the direction of the
current steering wheel direction. When active, the CAD system exe-
cuted both longitudinal and lateral vehicle guidance. A target speed
was pre-set to 130 km/h. If possible, the CAD system accelerated until
target speed was reached. In case there were slower vehicles ahead, it
would stay within an acceptable distance by regulating speed down
(pre-set time-headway: two seconds). In ambiguous situations (sec-
ondary lane markings) it could not guarantee safe vehicle guidance and
indicated this by an announcement and a subsequent TOR (see Section
2.4 scenario layout and 2.5.1 visual interface).

2.3. Design and procedure

The study employed a within-subject design with two levels of au-
ditory HMI output. Participants completed one drive with a system that
provided unspecific warning tones (condition: ‘Generic’) while the
other drive was completed with a system that additionally provided
semantic speech output (condition: ‘Speech + generic’). The generic
warning tone was presented in both experimental conditions to make
sure that possible differences in reaction times and subjective evalua-
tions can be directly attributed to the semantic content of the additional
speech output. Participants were randomly assigned to either the
‘Speech + generic’ or the ‘Generic’ condition in the first drive(Table 1).
Each drive contained three automated system maneuvers and one take-
over scenario (see Fig. 2) while driving was conditionally automated.
Results of the system maneuver scenarios are reported in Naujoks et al.
(2017). One drive lasted about 10 min and covered four scenarios
where participants had to interact with the automated system. There
were about two and a half minutes between each of the interaction
scenarios. The order of interaction scenarios was balanced between
participants. In each drive, they were asked to work on an NDRT in the
form of reading pre-selected articles in a weekly German print maga-
zine as instructed by the experimenter. To make sure drivers would
actively engage in the NDRT, participants were told that they would be
examined about the articles’ content at the end of the experiment. The
experimenter explicitly pointed out that the CAD system would take
care of lateral and longitudinal vehicle guidance and that it would in-
form them with sufficient notice should manual control be needed.

Upon arrival, participants were welcomed and gave informed con-
sent. The experimenter explained that the goal of the study was to test a
new developed HMI for CAD in two drives. To get unbiased evaluations,
drivers did not receive any preliminary information about the visual
nor the auditory HMI. At the beginning of each drive participants had
about 2 min where they could familiarize themselves with the simulator
and the system. At the beginning of each drive all drivers were told to
activate and deactivate the CAD system once. There is accumulating
evidence that prior familiarization with system capabilities and lim-
itations has a strong influence on driver's take-over behavior and
system evaluations of automated driving systems (Hergeth et al., 2016).
During the familiarization, drivers did not experience a TOR and eva-
luations of the TOR as well as behavioral measures should not be af-
fected. Practicing the deactivation by pressing both buttons

Fig. 1. The WIVW moving based driving simulator.
Hexapod movement system (left) and Simulator in-
terior with vehicle mock-up and video projection
(right).
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simultaneously was necessary to avoid responses where drivers would
try to only press one button and the CAD system is not deactivated.

2.4. Scenario layout

One experimental drive consisted of four scenarios in which the
driver had to interact with the system. Three of these scenarios were
system maneuver scenarios (i.e., independent execution of a maneuver
by the CAD system) and one scenario was a take-over scenario (i.e.,
emerging secondary lanes). Since the present paper focuses on the in-
vestigation of visual-auditory HMIs for TORs, results for the system
maneuver scenarios are reported in Naujoks et al. (2017). The Sec-
ondary Lane scenario differed from the system maneuver scenarios be-
cause the CAD system was not capable of safely guiding the vehicle and
drivers were informed through the HMI as described in Section 2.5.
Here, yellow lane markings besides the white lane markings emerged
(see Fig. 2). The white markings turned slightly to the right and ended
with a bumper after about 200 m. The yellow lane markings turned
slightly to the left and color was switched back to white 200 m away.
Participants were not given information about the system’s behavior in
case of non-responding to the TOR. The TOR was triggered at a constant
velocity of 130 km/h with a time budget of 20 s left to the emerging
secondary lanes. In case the driver did not take over vehicle control
before reaching the yellow lane markings, the system would drive
through the scenario with constant velocity and adapt position to the
yellow lane markings.

2.5. Human-Machine interface

2.5.1. Visual interface
The visual interface was depicted in the head-up display. Fig. 3

shows the visual HMI in automated mode. The numbers in round grey
shapes are explained below. The basic blue color layout indicates that
the automation is active and working reliably. Blue lane symbols and
the blue rectangle in front of the host vehicle show that both lateral and
longitudinal vehicle guidance are executed by the automated system.
Set speed (1a) and current speed (2) are displayed below. This part of
the HMI resembles that of existing HMI solutions for ACC with addi-
tional steering assistance (Naujoks et al., 2015b). Information about
upcoming events is depicted by a symbol on the right (4) and ad-
ditionally through a textbox above (3). Distance to the traffic event is
shown by a decreasing horizontal bar (5). Automated speed adaptation
is depicted by marking a line through the set speed (1b) until the speed
limitation event is over.

20 s before arriving at the system limit (i.e., emerging secondary
lanes), the visual HMI displayed an announcement of the upcoming
scenario and the color of the visual HMI switched from blue to orange
to indicate that the CAD system would not be capable of managing the
scenario (Fig. 4 left). Following this announcement, a non-imminent

indication to take over manual control surrounded by a circle indicating
a countdown was displayed (so-called Soft TOR; Fig. 4, middle)
(Naujoks et al., 2015b) when there was still a comfortable time budget
to take over manual driving. Eventually an imminent TOR (so-called
Hard TOR, Fig. 4, right) (Naujoks et al., 2015b) followed the soft TOR
in case the driver does not react in time to the first TOR. The aim of this
graded take-over procedure is to provide enough time and sufficient
information about the upcoming system limit to the driver, so that she/
he can redirect her/his attention to the driving task and get ready to
drive manually (Wiedemann et al., 2015). Durations for each stage
were 7 s (announcement and soft TOR) and 6 s (hard TOR) adding up to
a total time budget of 20 s. For a substantive description of the visual
HMI see Naujoks et al. (2016a) and for an expert evaluation of the
visual HMI preceding the present study see Forster et al. (2016).

2.5.2. Auditory interface
There were two different auditory HMI outputs. Generic output was

presented as two high frequency warning tones before the announce-
ment stage (duration: 150 ms; frequency: 1000 Hz sinus; interval:
150 ms). To create a more naturalistic speech output, a female voice
(Bazilinskyy and de Winter, 2015) was recorded using a Dictaphone to
get semantic speech output instead of generating machine-based speech
output. The additional speech output verbalized the information pro-
vided by the visual HMI and was presented once at the onset of the
announcement stage. Speech output during the drive was presented in
the German language. The presented wording translated from German
into English was: “Unclear lane ahead, please take over soon.” The
duration of this output presented in German language was 3.5 s.

Additionally, there were three high frequent warning tones (dura-
tion: 100 ms; frequency: 750 Hz sinus; interval: 100 ms) in both audi-
tory HMI condition preceding the hard TOR to encourage immediate
action. There was no auditory output at the onset of the soft TOR.

2.6. Dependent variables

2.6.1. Quantitative take-over behavior
For the present HMI it is of interest, in which HMI stage drivers

would begin to actively get back in the loop (Lorenz et al., 2014).
Therefore, we analysed the HMI stage in which participants would put
their hands back on the steering wheel. Performance in TOR scenarios is
most often assessed by different reaction times measures (Gold et al.,
2013; Naujoks et al., 2012, 2015a). Since the present scenario was non-
critical and drivers rather had to stabilize lateral and longitudinal ve-
hicle guidance, common intervention metrics such as steering input
larger than 2 ° or braking pedal position of more than 10% (Gold et al.,
2013) cannot be considered here. When comparing two different au-
ditory HMIs while both visual HMI and vehicle automation (i.e., the
non-critical TOR) itself is kept constant, shorter reaction times should
indicate more safety and thus a more appropriate HMI design for this

Table 1
Schematic outline of experimental procedure in the two drives for a participant with ‘Generic’ in the first drive and ‘Speech + generic’ in the second drive.

Drive 1: (e.g. ‘Generic’) break Drive 2: (e.g. ‘Speech + Generic’)

Familia-rization Syst. Man.1 TOR Syst. Man.2 Syst. Man.3 Familia-rization Syst. Man.1 TOR Syst. Man.2 Syst. Man.3

Fig. 2. Schematic outline of secondary lane scenario
(left) with host vehicle (green) and surrounding
traffic (black) and SILAB view (right). (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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particular interaction scenario. Reaction times can be calculated for
different steps of the take-over process like gaze reaction (i.e., first
fixation on the road after the onset of the TOR; Gold et al., 2013),
hands-free (i.e., the NDRT has been terminated and both hands are
available for the driving task), hands-on (i.e., at least one hand is
touching/grabbing the steering wheel; Gold et al., 2013; Naujoks et al.,
2014) and intervention or deactivation of the system (e.g., participant
pushing the buttons; Gold et al., 2013). The first gaze on the road was
recorded through video coding by a data reduction specialist. The video
recordings had a resolution of 1280 × 720 Pixels. The video coding
tool provided the possibility of slowing down playback speed to a
minimum rate of 10 Hz. Accurate temporal resolution of the coded data
was therefore supported. The reference point of the reaction times was
the onset of the announcement stage. Pressure sensors that were in-
stalled underneath the surface of the steering wheel measured hands-on
signals. The reaction time parameters, a brief description and the source
of measure are shown in Table 2.

2.6.2. Subjective evaluation
To get an overall impression of the usability of the system in the two

experimental conditions, participants completed a comparative German
version of the System Usability Scale (SUS) (Brooke, 1996) after the
second drive. A forced choice item operationalized acceptance of each
of the system. Participants had to answer whether they preferred the
system with additional speech output or the system with an unspecific
warning tone during a follow-up interview. Furthermore, drivers were
asked to evaluate usefulness of both visual and auditory system in-
dications and visual workload from retrieving information from the
HMI. These evaluations were recorded just after completing the TOR
scenario during the drive. A 15 point Likert scale ranging from 1 (“very
little”) to 15 (“very much”) with an additional category of 0 (“not at all”)
was used. The 15 point scale includes five verbal categories (“very
little”, “little”, “medium”, “much”, “much”) which are divided up into
three sub-categories. The respective items were as shown in Table 3.

2.6.3. Statistical procedure
Data was pre-processed using Mathworks Matlab and statistical tests

were calculated using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 23. Before applying
methods of inferential statistics, the obtained data was analysed de-
scriptively. Depending on the respective inferential test, data was
screened using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normal distribution of
data. Given the experimental setup (within-subject design) and de-
scriptive data, inferential methods were applied as shown in Table 4.

2.7. Participants

A total of N = 17 participants completed the two drives. 10 parti-
cipants were male and 7 female with a mean age of 29.0 years
(SD = 8.12 years). The oldest driver was 56 years old and the youngest

Fig. 3. Human-Machine Interface for automated
mode and independent system maneuver execution.

Fig. 4. HMI for Take-Over scenario: Announcement,
soft TOR, hard TOR (from left to right).

Table 2
Take-Over parameters, description and source of measure.

Parameter Description Source of measure

Button Participant pushing the buttons to
deactivate the CAD system

Signal from buttons in
simulation

Hands-on At least one hand touching/
grabbing the steering wheel

Signal from pressure
sensors in simulation

Hands-free NDRT interrupted, both hands
available for the driving task

Video coding

Gaze-reaction first fixation on the road after TOR
onset

Video coding

Table 3
Measure and corresponding item wording of subjective evaluation.

Measure Item Range

Usefulness (visual) How helpful was the display? Likert [0–15]
Usefulness (auditory) How helpful was the auditory output? Likert [0–15]
Visual workload How much attention did you pay to the

display?
Likert [0–15]
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driver 22 years old. All participants were recruited from the test driver
panel of the WIVW and had taken part in an extensive driving simulator
training (Hoffmann et al., 2003) prior to the study.

3. Results

3.1. Reaction times

The number of hands-on signals was counted for the three stages of
the HMI display. There were only a few drivers in both conditions who
took over vehicle control when the hard TOR was displayed (‘Speech
+ generic’: n = 3; ‘Generic’: n = 3). While most drivers took over
control in ‘Speech + generic’ (n = 8) in the announcement stage, the
majority of drivers waited until the soft TOR was presented in the
‘Generic’ condition (n= 8).

There was n = 1 driver in the ‘Speech + generic’ condition that did
not deactivate the system but drove through the TOR scenario with
hands on the steering wheel. Reaction time data of this particular
participant was not used for inferential data analysis due to the ex-
perimental within design plan. All other drivers deactivated the CAD
system by simultaneously pressing the buttons on the steering wheel.

Prior to inferential analysis, the distribution characteristics of the
reaction time data was examined. Fig. 5 shows the frequency dis-
tributions of the different reaction time parameters. It is important to
note that there was one driver in the ‘Generic’ condition, who deacti-
vated the system still holding the magazine in hands. This particular
high reaction time value (25.3 s) is not displayed in the frequency plot

below to keep the x-axis as long as the time budget (i.e., 20 s) was.
While the distribution for ‘Speech + generic’ seemed to be posi-

tively skewed and unimodal, the distribution for ‘Generic’ reaction
times was bimodal with one peak at the lower end of the distribution
and one peak close to the mean reaction time. Applying the
Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test for violation for normality assumption, re-
action times of button (KS d = 0.22), hands-on (KS d = 0.28) and
hands-free (KS d = 0.22) in the ‘Speech + Generic’ condition revealed
a significant difference to a normal distribution, while the normality
assumption for the particular reaction times in the ‘Generic’ condition
could not be rejected. Reaction times for gaze reaction followed a
normal distribution in both experimental conditions.

Inferential (i.e., df1, df2, F-, p-, η2-value) statistics for main effects of
both order and HMI conditions and their interaction for the four reac-
tion time measures can be seen in Table 5. Fig. 6 shows the main effect
for auditory HMI condition for each reaction time. Besides the men-
tioned dropout all drivers managed to safely take over vehicle control
within the time budget of 20 s. We applied 2 × 2 repeated measures
ANOVA with order of experimental conditions as between factor and
auditory HMI output as within factor. Reaction time for the first gaze
towards the road did not show an advantage of ‘Speech + generic’
(M= 1.42, SD= 0.42) over ‘Generic’ (M= 1.29, SD = 0.28) condi-
tion. Hands-on reaction times in the ‘Speech + generic’ condition
(M= 5.66, SD= 1.96) were significantly shorter than in the ‘Generic’
condition (M= 7.84, SD = 3.16). Hands-free reaction times in the
‘Speech + generic’ condition (M= 6.13, SD = 2.79) were also sig-
nificantly shorter than in the ‘Generic’ condition (M = 9.12,
SD = 5.50). Results showed that reaction times for deactivation of the
system by pressing the buttons did not show a statistically significant
difference (‘Speech + generic: M= 8.26, SD = 3.01; ‘Generic’:
M= 9.86, SD = 3.84).

As participants were randomly assigned to one of the two experi-
mental conditions in the first drive (and experienced the respective
other condition in the second drive) and there were only two takeovers
for each participant, we tested for order effects. Results showed that
there are interaction effects for button press, hands-on and hands-free,
but not for gaze reaction. Consequently, we applied paired samples t-
tests for each reaction time parameter for each of the experimental
order groups (i.e., ‘Speech + generic’ first vs. ‘Generic’ first). Results
show that the significant interaction effects are due to the group, which

Table 4
Measures and according statistical tests.

Measure Statistical test

- Reaction Times - Kolmogorov-Smirnoff (KS)
test
- 2 × 2 repeated measures
ANOVA

- hands-on signals - descriptive comparison
- Acceptance - descriptive comparison
- Usability (SUS) - t-test for paired samples
- Usefulness (visual & auditory HMI), visual

workload
- t-test for paired samples

Fig. 5. Frequency distributions for reaction time parameters (blue: ‘Speech + generic’, red: ‘Generic’).
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experienced the generic warning tone in the first drive (Table 6). Dri-
vers who experienced the generic tone in the first drive thus reacted
significantly faster at terminating the NDRT, putting their hands at the
steering wheel and deactivating the CAD system when experiencing
speech output in the second drive. Consequently, drivers experiencing
speech output in the first drive did not show a large difference between
their first reaction time and the particular second reaction time with
generic output.

3.1.1. Subjective evaluation
In terms of overall acceptance, participants clearly favored ‘Speech

+ generic’ over ‘Generic’ auditory HMI output (16 out of 17 partici-
pants). The only participant in favor of the ‘Generic’ auditory HMI in-
dicated that additional speech output could be annoying over time
when occurring too frequently.

Primarily, SUS scores were calculated as described in (Brooke,
1996). A t-test for paired samples showed, that drivers clearly favored
the ‘Speech + generic’ system (M = 91.62, SD = 8.79) over the ‘Gen-
eric’ system (M = 74.41, SD = 17.15; t(16) = 4.988, p < 0.001
d = 1.26, two-tailed) in terms of its overall usability.

Subjective ratings of the usefulness of the visual display (Fig. 7, left)
were on a medium to high level for both ‘Speech + generic’ and
‘Generic’, according to the verbal anchors of the scale. On a descriptive
level, there were higher scores for the ‘Generic’ condition compared to

‘Speech + generic’ which did not reach statistical significance. Useful-
ness of the auditory output (Fig. 7, middle) was rated significantly
higher for the ‘Speech + generic’ condition compared to the ‘Generic’
condition. The semantic information provided by additional speech
output seemed to be important for drivers to initiate, prepare and
execute the take-over process.

Drivers rated visual workload on a high level for both conditions
without reaching a significant difference. To derive information from
the HMI, drivers in the ‘Speech + generic’ condition could use the
auditory channel, whereas in the ‘Generic’ conditions they had to use
the visual channel. Therefore, mean ratings of attention towards the
visual display are slightly higher in the ‘Generic’ condition (see Fig. 7,
right). Table 7 shows descriptive and inferential data for situation
specific evaluation of the TOR scenario.

4. Discussion

The current study investigated whether additional speech output
could improve driver system interaction in Take-Over scenarios of CAD
systems. Reading articles in a print magazine, N = 17 participants
completed two 10 min drives that included one take-over scenario each.
One condition was presented with a generic warning tone (condition
‘Generic’) and one condition was presented with additional speech
output in form of a female human voice (‘Speech + generic’). We

Table 5
Inferential results of repeated measures ANOVA for reaction time parameters. Statistically significant parameters are colored in grey.

Fig. 6. Take over cascade for mean reaction times
and SD of button, hands-on, hands-free and gaze
reaction (from top to bottom) by auditory HMI
output. Dashed vertical line indicates onset of soft
TOR. * indicates a statistically significant difference.
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assessed different reaction time measures for the take-over process as
well as subjective evaluations of acceptance, usability and usefulness of
both visual and auditory HMI as well as perceived visual workload.
Since semantic speech output has been shown to be beneficial for the
effectiveness of indications by an automated system (Politis et al.,
2015), we expected drivers to take over faster and evaluate the system
as superior when additional speech output is presented compared to the
presentation of merely generic auditory output.

4.1. Interaction behavior

We formulated two research questions regarding driver-system in-
teraction behavior. First, we wanted to find out about potential benefits
and describe interaction behavior with cooperative perception and a
long window of time up to 20 s. Take-Over performance was assessed
for four different measures of gaze reaction, hands-on, hands-free and
system deactivation within the take-over process (Gold et al., 2013).
Independent from the respective experimental condition, drivers

showed fast reactions to the TOR by looking at the road scenery ahead.
Drivers took most actions at the announcement stage and a few at the
early soft TOR stage. As in many cases, they did not even wait until the
hard TOR came up. For both experimental conditions, this suggests that
the presentation of information with this particular HMI worked con-
siderably well. Initial generic auditory output and the yellow coloring
of the visual HMI followed by a soft TOR (if even necessary) seems to be
an effective strategy to warn drivers that are currently engaged in a
NDRT about upcoming control transitions.

Furthermore, frequency of hands-on signals for the three HMI stages
revealed that independent from auditory HMI output condition, the
majority of drivers took their hands back on the steering wheel during
the announcement or soft TOR stage. This result is surprising since
drivers knew through the countdown in the visual HMI (see Section
2.5.1 visual interface) that there was still time until the system limit
would be reached. In contrast to studies where not all drivers success-
fully managed to regain manual control but collided with an object that
they should have evaded (Gold et al., 2013; Naujoks et al., 2014), all

Table 6
Inferential t-test results of reaction time parameters for ‘Speech + generic’ and ‘Generic’ by order. Statistically significant parameters are colored in grey.

Fig. 7. Subjective evaluation for the TOR scenario:
Mean usefulness ratings (± 1 SD) of the visual and
auditory HMI components and visual workload (left
to right). * indicates a statistically significant differ-
ence.
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drivers reacted in the desired manner to the system indication and took
over manual control in time before the system’s limit was reached. Still,
the entire process lasted considerably long with a period of more than
4 s between the gaze reaction and the first actual intervention to the
TOR (i.e., hands-on) and even longer until the final deactivation. This
result suggests two important points:

• First, drivers were given enough time to put the magazine away in a
timely comfortable manner, which in turn lowers the probability of
potential risky steering or braking maneuvers that are necessary for
time-critical TOR scenarios (Gold et al., 2013; Merat et al., 2014;
Naujoks et al., 2014).

• Second, reaction time results showed that the transition from au-
tomated to manual driving occurred mostly in the first half of the
available time budget of 20 s. With a lot of time available, all drivers
took over safely within the time budget. Apparently, through a
straightforward communication of the transition of driving task re-
sponsibility, mode awareness (Hakuli et al., 2012) was high for the
present scenario.

The second research question was to investigate the benefits of
additional speech output compared to the presentation of merely gen-
eric auditory output. The comparison of the two experimental condi-
tions revealed significantly shorter hands-on and hands-free reaction
times in the ‘Speech + generic’ condition compared to the ‘Generic’
condition. However, this overall difference was not observed for gaze
reaction and deactivation of the CAD system. For the interpretation of
the findings of shorter reaction times with additional speech output,
one needs to consider the interaction of order of presentation and au-
ditory HMI condition. It became apparent that drivers reacted faster in
the ‘Speech + generic’ condition than in the ‘Generic’ condition when
the HMI without additional speech output was presented in the first
drive. This difference was not observed when speech output was pre-
sented in the first drive. Thus, the overall advantage of additional
speech output over mere generic auditory output is due to the group
with generic auditory output in the first drive and additional speech
output in the second drive. The findings are discussed in detail below.

Take-Over behavior did not differ for the first reaction to the TOR
(i.e., first glance to the road ahead). The process of allocation of visual
attention in a TOR scenario (Lorenz et al., 2014) is guided by the initial
system indication. From here, the result can be explained by the fact
that both experimental conditions contained the generic warning tone
which initiated an interaction between the driver and the system. At-
tention allocation was guided by the unspecific warning tone in both
conditions in the same manner. The reaction time of the first gaze to the
road ahead is therefore not discriminating between the two conditions
and this research cannot recommend using this parameter for research
on the compliance to visual-auditory TORs when a large time budget is

available.
For subsequent reaction time measures of hands-free and hands-on,

the ‘Speech + generic’ HMI was superior to the ‘Generic’ HMI with
significantly shorter reaction times. This finding is in line with research
from cognitive psychology indicating that specific preparation is better
suited than generic preparation for counteracting adverse effects of task
switches on performance (Kiesel et al., 2010). After attention had been
allocated to the road ahead or the HMI, respectively, drivers had to
process the information conveyed by the visual HMI (both experimental
conditions) and additionally the auditory HMI (‘Speech + generic’).
This process corresponds to the second step (i.e., building situation
awareness) in the transition from automated to manual mode (Lorenz
et al., 2014) since attention had been allocated to the vehicle sur-
roundings, but no evasive maneuver (e.g., steering, system deactiva-
tion) has been executed yet. Hands-free and hands-on reaction times
reflect drivers’ conclusion that they had to re-engage in the driving task
and need to terminate the NDRT. Drivers were aware of the upcoming
system limitation and initiated the take-over process by interrupting
their NDRT engagement and putting their hands at the steering wheel
earlier when additional speech output was presented. Speech output
supported drivers in building situation awareness and get ready to in-
tervene if necessary. Furthermore, with mean reaction times looming
larger into the window of time than the presentation of speech output
(i.e., 3.5 s), we can be sure that drivers’ reaction towards the TOR are
facilitated by the additional speech output. Had reaction times been
shorter than the duration of the speech output, the effect could not have
been attributed to the additional presentation of the semantic speech
output.

The final step of getting back in the loop (Lorenz et al., 2014) is to
deactivate the CAD system and stabilize longitudinal and lateral vehicle
guidance. Here, drivers need to understand the situation and find the
according pattern on the road ahead that was conveyed by the HMI.
The actual intervention in this scenario (i.e., deactivation) was only
facilitated in the group that experienced the generic auditory HMI
output in the first drive. The significant interactions between auditory
HMI output and order for the hands-free, hands-on and button press
reaction time measures outline an important point. When drivers ex-
perienced additional speech output in the first take over scenario, they
connected information from the auditory and visual HMI elements to
take over control. When they experienced the TOR in the second drive
with generic auditory information, they had already learned the visual
HMI’s content and showed similar reaction times compared to their first
drive. Therefore, we suppose that the additional speech output pre-
sented in the first drive also facilitated reaction times in the second
drive (so-called carry-over effect). Drivers exhibited the longest reaction
times for generic output when presented in the first drive. The com-
parison with reaction times in the following drive with additional
output revealed significantly shorter reaction times for hands-free,

Table 7
Summary of descriptive and inferential data for subjective evaluations of the TOR scenario. Statistically significant variables are colored in grey.
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hands-on and deactivation. While in the first drive, drivers took long to
extract information from the visual HMI and taking over vehicle con-
trol, the additional semantic speech output supported their take-over
behavior by explicitly clarifying the content of the visual HMI.

From the present reaction time findings, we suppose that the process
of building situation awareness (Endsley and Garland, 2000), additional
speech output actively supports drivers in the formation of an appro-
priate mental model of the control transition scenario. Semantic in-
formation that is provided by means of additional speech output thus
actively supported drivers in the initiation and execution process of the
transition from automated to manual control.

4.2. Subjective evaluation

The investigation of acceptance of the two systems with and without
additional speech output showed a clear picture. Results suggest that in
general drivers prefer the ‘Speech + generic’ system. The only partici-
pant who preferred the ‘Generic’ system indicated that too frequent
presentation of speech output could be annoying.

Usability of both systems assessed through SUS scores was rated as
relatively high with drivers clearly favoring the HMI with additional
speech output. Participants ascribed extremely high usability to the
‘Speech + generic’ HMI version with only small potential for im-
provement. Additional speech output seemed to be an important fea-
ture for enhancing usability of the CAD function. When presented with
speech output, drivers do not have to monitor the visual parts of an HMI
for a long time to extract relevant information (Naujoks et al., 2016b)
and consequently such a system is easier and faster to understand, use
and learn for the human driver. Inferential statistics for visual workload
do not support this assumption, however, on a descriptive level drivers
tended to look less at the visual HMI in the ‘Speech + generic’ condi-
tion than in the ‘Generic’ condition. Taking a closer look at glance
behavior during system maneuver scenarios in CAD, Naujoks et al.
(2017) found that additional speech output led to a decrease in ob-
served monitoring behavior.

When presented with additional speech output the visual HMI
component tended to be rated as less helpful in the ‘Speech + generic’
condition than in the ‘Generic’ condition. At the same time, the auditory
HMI component was rated as more important in the ‘Speech + generic’
condition than in the ‘Generic’ condition. This suggests that when
presented with semantic auditory information, the visual parts of an
HMI become less important while the auditory message is of high im-
portance. Designers of visual-auditory TORs need to consider this
finding when conceptualizing an HMI.

The findings on high ratings for acceptance, usability and usefulness
for the speech based system contradict the assumption of lower ac-
ceptance due to high nuisance for speech based systems (Bliss and
Acton, 2003; Cotté et al., 2001). A nuisance could have been expected
in the present experiment, since during the 10-min drive there were
four interaction scenarios (see 2.4 scenario layout). On a descriptive
level, results showed a slightly elevated level of visual workload when
only generic auditory information was presented. It might be, drivers
had the impression that they needed to attribute more visual resources
towards the HUD in order to derive information about the upcoming
transition. Along with the results on monitoring behavior from Naujoks
et al. (2017), semantic speech output can support drivers by at least
slightly reducing visual workload as proposed by Alvarez et al. (2011)
or Vilimek and Hempel (2005).

4.3. Practical implications

The results of the study are directly relevant for the design of non-
imminent take-over requests for automated vehicles. Adding speech
output sped up processes involved in the transition to manual driving.
This impact of speech-based TORs leads to an increase in safety and
comfort of transitions to manual driving. Specifically, drivers were

faster in disengaging from the non-driving related task and putting their
hands back on the steering wheel. Consequently, they had a greater
time budget to perceive and react to the driving situation. Taken to-
gether with the higher acceptance of the speech-based take-over con-
cept, it can be recommended to use additional semantic speech output
to prepare drivers to take over manual driving in non-imminent situa-
tions.

4.4. Limitations

The relatively small sample size can be considered as a constraint of
this study concerning generalizability. The present results point to-
wards a superiority of semantic versus generic auditory output con-
cerning the assessed reaction times and subjective evaluations.
However, a replication with a larger sample is necessary in order to
validate these findings. Future studies on the examination of additional
speech output should incorporate a larger sample in order to prevent
potential type two errors.

The mapping of cognitive information processing to the reaction
time measures is a limitation of this study. The generic warning tone
presented in both experimental conditions seemed to guide visual at-
tention towards the road in a “bottom-up” manner. Therefore, we
suppose that such a gaze measure is not very suitable to find out about
differences between the two HMIs. If this bottom-up process is con-
sidered a part of information processing, it is not possible to selectively
differentiate between attention allocation and information processing
anymore, because attention allocation is rather a top-down process (i.e.,
looking towards an area where one assumes important information).
Future studies need to investigate the processes underlying subsequent
measures from termination of the NDRT to full recovery of manual
vehicle control.

It is possible to argue that the present evidence of the superiority of
additional speech output over mere generic auditory output is attri-
butable to an information redundancy effect rather than speech per se.
As outlined above, the additional speech output completed before ac-
tions of NDRT interruption had begun. This makes it highly likely, that
the semantic content of the information facilitated drivers’ reactions
towards the TOR. Future studies need to clarify which particular in-
formation content about upcoming system limitations (e.g., limitation
characteristics, necessary driver actions) facilitates driver responses to
TORs.

This study did not examine take-over quality as described in Gold
et al. (2013). This is partly due to the fact that the emerging secondary
lanes scenario and the large time budget did not require active input
such as steering or braking by the driver. For a safe transition to manual
it was sufficient to deactivate the system and stabilize lateral vehicle
guidance which is primarily reflected by hands-on reaction times. In
order to find out about take-over quality, scenarios, which require a
more difficult input from the driver, need to be investigated.

5. Conclusion

The present study brought forth further evidence of driver’s beha-
vior under conditions of early announcements in take-over scenarios.
Reaction time findings suggest that drivers react quickly to the primary
system indication and deliberately came to the conclusion to terminate
the NDRT and take over manual vehicle control. In the present study,
the process of getting back in the loop (Lorenz et al., 2014) from being
engaged in an NDRT was accomplished by the drivers within the first
half of the available time budget.

Furthermore, these results could support existing findings for the
superiority of semantic speech output over generic auditory output for
visual-auditory HMIs from system maneuver scenarios (see Naujoks
et al., 2016a,b,c) to TOR scenarios in the area of CAD. This superiority
does not only apply to subjective evaluations by the participants but
also to measures of take-over quantity which include the initiation of
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the take-over process (i.e., hands-on and hands-free), but not the first
reaction to a TOR or the final deactivation of the CAD system.
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